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Harry Freedman’s Profile
Travels from New York, US

HARRY FREEDMAN
Specializing In Corporate Put-Ons and Imposters & Emcee
When you think of finding the right speaker to give your
people a laugh-fest they will love and thank you for, two key
words make all the difference: Harry Freedman!
With over three decades of professional comedy experience,
from the clubs of Las Vegas and New York to the corporate
boardroom, Harry Freedman is a comic you can trust. Harry
will create for you the deliciously believable “imposter/expert”
of your choice that will have everyone completely fooled until
they are roaring with laughter!
Harry carefully screens all of his material directly with the
client to ensure that it is tasteful, funny and right on the mark.
You can relax knowing that Harry’s material is always strictly
clean and that his gentle “spoofing” of the key topics and
people you select will only delight one and all.
As a speaker, Harry Freedman has performed for numerous
Fortune 500 companies and has been profiled in the business
sections of the New York Times, International Herald Tribune
and Miami Herald. As a put-on comedian, he has appeared on
dozens of TV and radio shows including One on One Sports
with Jim Mccarver. As an actor, he has been on the hit CBS
show, Everybody Loves Raymond, and as a stand-up
comedian, he has appeared on Carolines Comedy Hour VH-I
Stand-Up Spotlight with Rosie O’Donnel, Comedy On the
Road, and many others. In addition, his writing credits include
Everybody Loves Raymond, Carolines Comedy Hour, and
Showtime Comedy Specials.
Specialties: Keynotes, seminars, awards, ice breakers,
humor break, emcee, humorous video interviews, humor
writing and coaching workshops

Customized Corporate Put-Ons
WHAT IS A PUT-ON?
Bringing in Harry to play the part of an industry expert or
newly hired executive. He starts off for real, but after a
few minutes of his outrageous quips, everyone realizes
they’ve been had - and they love it!
CAN IT WORK FOR ANY GROUP OR
ORGANIZATION?
ABSOLUTELY! Each of Harry’s put-ons is completely
customized to the client’s need and situation. Sometimes
the “spoof” takes the form of poking fun at a general
topic you agree on with Harry; sometimes it’s poking fun
at specific people that you and Harry select. In either
case, you can rest assured it will be a hit with your group.
WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS?
REVITALIZATION: Nothing refreshes a group better
then laughter - as everyone emerges re-energized, ready
to tackle new challenges. FACILITATING
TRANSITION: From planning to implementation, from
completion to beginning, or from work to relaxation, it’s
the perfect way to refocus a group on new goals or
activities.
FRIENDSHIP & TEAMWORK: Strangers instantly
connect, co-workers come closer, and barriers of rank
take a break. There’s a glow that remains and fosters
better communication and cooperation.
.

Humor Writing and Coaching
Harry has worked with top business executives to
improve their delivery to get the most impact from their
content, and has helped comedians get maximum laughs
from their material.
He has taught comedy writing and performance classes at
the Manhattan Punch Line, S.U.N.Y Farmingdale, and
CW Post.
Harry’s has experienced virtually every aspect of
performing, including as a stand-up comedy, emcee,
corporate impostor, sitcom actor, commercial actor, and
TV guest appearances.
He has trained extensively in acting in The Meisner
Technique with Joanna Beckson, as well as many other
top acting workshops in New York City.
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For Further Information or to Book
CONTACT:
 Private Parties


Charity Benefits

“Your presentation was accomplished with painstaking
research, artfully scripted and adeptly delivered. I loved
being a part of it!”
• STEPHEN PARK,
RAYTHEON SYSTEMS
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